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Abstract— Electronic skins and tactile sensors can provide
the sense of touch to robotic manipulators. These sensing
modalities complement existing long range optical sensors and
can provide detailed information before and after contact.
However, integration with existing systems can be challenging
due to size constraints, the interface geometry, and restrictions
of external wiring used to interface with the sensor. Here,
we introduce a low-profile, wireless electronic skin for direct
integration with existing robotic manipulators. The flexible
electronic skin combines pressure, optical proximity sensing,
and a micro-LIDAR device in a small, low profile package.
Each of the sensors are characterized individually and the
system is demonstrated on Robonaut 2, an anthropomorphic
robot designed to work in environments designed for humans.
We demonstrate the sensor can be used for contact sensing,
mapping of local unknown environments, and to provide
medical monitoring during an emergency in a remote area.

I. INTRODUCTION

As highly specialized robots move out of the factories and
into our homes they will be required to perform a multitude
of tasks [1], [2]. This shift from specialized to general
purpose robots requires the integration of sensors to provide
information for object detection, recognition, and localiza-
tion and integration with advanced algorithms to interpret
these data streams. While long range optical sensors have
enabled mobile robots to autonomously navigate in a variety
of environments, robotic manipulators often have difficulty
manipulating objects because of the large uncertainty due to
the lack of resolution.

For unstructured manipulation tasks, humans far exceed
the capabilities of robotic manipulators. During manipula-
tion, human skin plays an especially critical role in providing
rich information about physical properties and contact, while
human vision only provides indirect information [3]. Mim-
icking human skin for tactile sensing is a grand challenge that
could provide robots with sensory perception that potentially
matches or exceeds the performance of natural human ma-
nipulation [4]. While there has been significant development
of artificial tactile sensors [5], [6], [7], and even commercial
products [8], tactile sensors are rarely deployed in practice
[9].

Here, we present a compact, low profile electronic skin
with miniaturize multimodal sensor node (14.2×7×2 mm)
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Fig. 1. Robonaut 2 augmented with the wireless electronic skin for pressure
and optical proximity sensing. The sensor is attached to each finger on the
inner distal phalanx, with wireless control board and battery attached to the
exterior of the phalange.

for integration with existing robotic manipulators. The sensor
node combines low-power integrated circuits on a flexible
printed circuit board (PCB) for pressure and optical prox-
imity sensing. A custom wireless control board is coupled
with the sensor node for signal processing, power regulation,
and wireless transmission of data. Each of the sensors are
individually characterized and the system is integrated with
an existing robotic manipulator. The robotic experiments
were performed at the NASA Johnson Space Center in
Houston, TX with Robonaut 2 (R2), a humanoid robot
designed to work in environments designed for humans [2].
The tactile sensor enables R2 to perform proximity and
contact sensing, perform local environment mapping, and
take the vital signs of a human. Although the focus here is a
hardware implementation, the electronic skin could function
as a testbed to evaluate and improve algorithms for online
grasp adjustment [10], slip detection [11], or state estimation
[12].

II. RELATED WORK

Electronic skins and tactile sensors are used in robotic
manipulation to provide information about physical contact,
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external stimulation, and environmental conditions. In ma-
nipulation, integrated sensors can measure physical proper-
ties (hardness, shape, texture) and contact (force, position)
and can be used as control parameters in manipulation
algorithms to provide real time feedback. Several researchers
have developed pressure and contact sensors for robot ma-
nipulators based on different transduction mechanisms, in-
cluding resistive [8], [13], [7], piezoresistive [14], [15], [13],
capacitive [16], magnetic [17], [18], and optical [19], [20],
[21], [6], [22], [23]. Others have created multi-modal sensors
to provide feedback on a range of stimuli include tactile,
temperature, proximity, and orientation [24], [25], [26], [27],
[28], [13], [15], [29]. While contact sensors in unstructured
environments would provide valuable information about the
uncertainty of contact or material properties, they are rarely
used in practice [9]. Nonetheless, since the 1970s there has
been continued interest in developing new and innovative
sensors for integration with robotic manipulators [30], in-
cluding efforts to introduce commercial products [8], [14].

Proximity sensors can provide information before contact
occurs and be used to provide information about the objects
properties or estimation of location. One limitation of many
previously reported proximity sensors is the dependence on
bulk material or surface properties, making it difficult to
calculate absolute distance from the sensor. The response
of light reflectance sensors are highly non-linear and de-
pend on surface reflectivity, orientation, and texture [20],
[21]. Capacitive and inductive proximity sensing depends on
the bulk material properties (conductivity) [31]. Mechanical
displacement can also be used to detect proximity but this
approach requires contact and therefore is also dependent on
material properties (stiffness) [19].

Recently, researchers have placed cameras at the point of
manipulation to provide rich information about the object
such as force, texture, or hardness using specialized lighting
and reflective coatings [32], [33]. Similarly, transparent films
with markers provide information before and after contact
[34]. While these approaches provide rich information during
manipulation they are computationally expensive and sac-
rifice dexterity because of the relatively large overall size
of the sensor. Recent efforts have focused on reducing the
thickness of camera-based sensors [35].

In general, there has been significant advancements to-
wards developing electronic skins and tactile sensors to
improve the capability of robotic manipulation systems.
However, further progress depends on “sticker-like” hard-
ware architectures that are flexible and wireless so that
they can be easily incorporated into existing robotic hands
without requiring modifications or complete replacement of
the robotic hand and/or fingers [36]. Here, we address this
by presenting a low-profile, wireless electronic skin to enable
integration with exiting systems and dexterous robotic hands.

III. WIRELESS ELECTRONIC SKIN DESIGN

Sensorized electronic skins can provide the sense of
touch to existing robotic systems. However, integration with
existing systems can be challenging. For integration with

Fig. 2. Tactile sensor with wireless control board. (a) Photograph of tactile
sensor with wireless control board and coin cell battery. (b) Magnified
photograph of the sensor node. (c) Magnified photograph of the barometer
with and without the metal cover. (d) Photographs of the wireless control
board.

existing robotic hands and fingers, the electronic skin must be
thin, flexible and capable of conforming to curved surfaces.
In addition, the amount of wiring required to power and
communicate with the sensing skin should be minimized.
While, two-wire serial communication protocols (e.g. I2C
and TWI) can reduce the number of wires, any external wires
can potentially limit the overall kinematics or dexterity of
existing robotic systems.

Here, we present a low-profile, wireless electronic skin
that combines a sensor node, Bluetooth low energy (BLE)
module for data processing and wireless communication,
and battery to provide a wire-free solution for integration
with existing systems (Fig. 2). The sensor node combines a
pressure sensor, high-sensitivity optical sensor, and micro-
LIDAR distance sensor (Fig. 2b). The relevant sensor pa-
rameters are provided in Table I. This section provides an
overview of the design of the wireless electronic skin.

A. Pressure Sensor

For contact sensing, we selected a barometer (BMP280,
Bosch) with high accuracy and long term stability that can
be sampled at a rate up to 157 Hz. The sensor has a
high resolution, small footprint, and low power consumption.
To prepare the barometer, the integrated circuit (IC) is
first soldered to a rigid PCB, a silicone elastomer (PDMS;
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Sylgard 184, Dow Corning; mixed at a 10:1 oligomer-to-
curing agent ratio) is poured over the barometer, and is
immediately placed in a vacuum chamber for 30 minutes
to remove any air trapped under the metal cover. After
degassing, the elastomer is then fully cured in a 100◦C oven
for 1 hour. After curing, the elastomer is peeled off the
outside of the barometer and the cover is carefully removed
by applying a small torsional load using jewelers pliers
to break the adhesive bond between the metal cover and
mounting package. The cover is removed because the vent
hole is not directly over the silicon diaphragm (Fig. 2c). The
barometer is then desoldered from the rigid PCB, soldered
to the flex PCB sensor node using a reflow soldering oven,
and a final layer of PDMS is cast over the sensor array using
a two-part acrylic mold (thickness = 1.5 mm).

TABLE I
RELEVANT SENSOR PARAMETERS.

Sensor Range Resolution Frequency
Pressure Sensor 30-170 kPa ±0.16 Pa 1-157 Hz
(BMP280)
Optical Sensor — 18-bit (ADC) 50-3200 Hz
(MAX30105)
Micro-LIDAR 5-200 mm ±1 mm 14-118 Hz
(VL6180x)

B. Optical Proximity Sensor
Optical proximity sensors are generally highly dependent

on the surface (reflectance sensors) or bulk (inductive, capac-
itive) material properties of the object; require dense features
(computer vision) or contact (mechanical displacement); or
have limited sampling rates to sense proximity. Here we
integrate a high-sensitivity, high frequency reflective optical
sensor and an absolute range sensing, low frequency micro-
LIDAR distance sensor and directly compare the proper-
ties of these two sensing modalities (Table I). The high-
sensitivity reflective optical sensor (MAX30105, Maxim In-
tegrated) includes three internal LEDs (green, red, and infra-
red) and photodetector to measure the amount of reflected
light. The sensor can also be used for smoke and particle
detection and photoplethysmography to monitor heart rate or
blood oxygen saturation. Instead of measuring the amount of
light reflected back from the object, the micro-LIDAR sensor
(VL6180x, STMicroelectronics) measures absolute distance
by measuring the time the light takes to travel to the nearest
object and reflect back to the sensor (time-of-flight).

C. Signal Processing and Wireless communication
The custom BLE module is used to collect, process, and

transmit the signals from the sensor node (Fig. 2). The
control board is built around an ultra-low power BLE SoC
with Cortex-M4F processor (nRF52, Nordic). For connection
to an Android device, up to 15 electronic skins can be con-
nected with concurrent active notifications. For connection to
a computer, most BLE dongles can simultaneously connect
to at least 6 devices, requiring one dongle per hand. The low-
energy, BLE communication has a maximum data throughput
of 1 Mbps. The control board also includes power man-
agement circuitry (3v, 1.8v) and low profile board-to-board

connectors to interface with the tactile sensor and battery
(CR1220). The coin cell battery provides power for at least
one hour of continuous operation. The micro-LIDAR device
requires more current than the coin cell battery can supply. A
lithium ion polymer battery (3.7v) was used for all absolute
range sensing experiments. The sensor data is read from the
sensor’s internal buffer at 20 Hz and wirelessly transmitted
to a desktop computer or mobile computing device using
the Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) protocol. The data is then
locally processed, plotted in a graphical user interface (GUI),
and locally stored. For time sensitive applications (e.g., slip
detection), the collection frequency can be increased and for
higher bandwidth communication, other RF options should
be considered such as WiFi. Additional time synchronization
methods would be required to eliminate timing drift between
electronic skins.

Fig. 3. Characterization of barometer embedded in elastomer. (a) Sensor
is subjected to a compressive loading and hold deformation profile (-0.7 to
-0.1 N) and displays minimal drift under constant loading. (b) 2,000 points
are randomly selected from the cyclic loading experiment and plotted as a
function of applied load (n=3).

IV. CALIBRATION

A. Contact sensing

The pressure sensor was subjected to a compressive load
and hold deformation profile (−0.7 to −0.1 N), as shown
in Fig. 3a. The compressive load was applied by a material
testing machine (5969, Instron) using a 3 inch hemispherical,
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Fig. 4. Characterization of optical sensors. (a-c) Response of the IR reflectance sensor as a function of (a) distance from the target, (b) orientation of
the target with the rotation axis parallel to the sensor, and (c) orientation of the target with the rotation axis perpendicular to the sensor. (d-f) Response
of the micro-LIDAR sensor as a function of (d) distance from the target, (e) orientation of the target with the rotation axis parallel to the sensor, and (f)
orientation of the target with the rotation axis perpendicular to the sensor. (b,c,e,f) Three cycles are shown, where the dashed line is the sensor response
when the target is parallel to the sensor. For each experiment, two targets with different surface reflectance (90% (red) and 18% (gray)) were used. The
y-axis of (a) is plotted on a log scale.

silicone elastomer indenter (PDMS, Sylgard 184 mixed at
a 10:1 oligomer-to-curing agent ratio, Dow Corning). A
hemispherical indenter was selected to ensure consistent and
repeated contact between the sensor and material testing
machine. Although the barometer is calibrated at the factory,
each barometer had a different baseline pressure. Moreover,
this baseline pressure changes when the chip is modified
for integration with the electronic skin. To account for
this difference in baseline pressure, the change in pressure
(∆P = P −P0) until saturation (∼170 kPa) was plotted as a
function of applied load and a cubic curve was fit to the data
(y = 0.05x3−0.1x2 +0.12x, R2 = 0.99; Fig. 3b). The non-
linear response is likely due to the hemispherical shape of the
indenter, which, according to Hertzian contact theory leads
to a cubic relationship between applied force and internal
pressure centered above the point of contact [37].

This experiment demonstrates the fast response, negligible
hysteresis, and repeatability between fabricated pressure sen-
sors. To provide an accurate estimation of force, the pressure
distribution would need to be known. A constant contact
area could be prescribed by including a rigid plate above the
pressure sensor. However, the rigid plate would negatively
influence the flexibility of the electronic skin and non-axial
forces would result in tilting of the rigid plate and uneven
pressure applied to the sensor. Additional characterization
would be required to fully characterize the sensor for all
potential loading conditions.

B. Optical Proximity sensor

The high-sensitivity optical sensor is directly compared
to the micro-LIDAR device. Sensor characterization is per-
formed as a function of distance from the sensor and the
influence of the orientation of the target for a fixed distance.
The sensor response is compared for two surfaces with
different surface reflectance (18%, 90%, Kodak R-27). The
results are shown in Fig. 4.

To measure the sensor response as a function of the dis-
tance, the target was mounted to the traveling head of a mate-
rial testing machine and displaced at a constant velocity (100
mm·min−1). The high-resolution optical sensor displayed the
largest change in response and could be collected at high
frequencies (up to 3.2 kHz). However, the response was
highly nonlinear and dependent on the surface reflectance
(Fig. 4a). For characterization, data was sampled at 1.6 kHz
and each 8 adjacent samples were averaged to reduce the
amount of data throughput and energy consumption. Here,
we only included the results from the infrared (IR) LED,
because the green and red LED had a similar response. The
micro-LIDAR sensor response was then characterized. The
sensor response is linear, a direct measurement of distance,
and is observed to be independent of surface reflectance.
However, the measurement convergence time (8 to 71 ms)
is a function of the distance from the sensor and the
surface reflectance, which limits the collection frequency
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(Fig. 4b). For characterization, the maximum measurement
convergence time was set to 50 ms (20 Hz). As compared
to the IR reflectance sensor, the micro-LIDAR sensor had a
lower resolution (± 1 mm).

To measure the influence of surface orientation, the target
was mounted approximately 20 mm from the sensor and
a servo actuator (AX-12A, Dynamixel) was used to rotate
the target (-45◦ to 45◦) at a constant angular velocity (0.25
rad·sec−1). Two different conditions were characterized 1)
the axis of rotation was parallel to the sensor and 2) the axis
of rotation was perpendicular to the sensor. A precision linear
stage (460A-X, Newport) was used to center the sensor over
the axis of rotation. First, the dependence on orientation with
the emitter and detector coincident with the axis of rotation,
where the long axis of the chip was parallel to the axis of
rotation was characterized (Fig. 4b, 4e). The response of
the optical reflectance sensor was maximum when the target
was parallel to the sensor and was reduced as the rotation
angle increased or decreased (Fig. 4b). The non-symmetry
between positive and negative rotation could be an artifact
of misalignment with the axis of rotation. The micro-LIDAR
sensor also exhibited a dependence on the orientation of the
target (Fig. 4e), yet the signal response was within the noise
of the sensor (± 1 mm). The actual distance from the target
(dashed line in Fig. 4e) was similar to the average of the
recorded signal.

Next, the dependence on orientation perpendicular to the
sensor was characterized (Fig. 4c, 4f). The response of the
optical reflectance sensor was maximum when the target
was closest to the photodetector (θ = −45◦) and mono-
tonically decreased to θ = 45◦ (Fig. 4c). The micro-LIDAR
sensor response was similar to the reflectance sensor and
was maximum when the target was closest to the detector
(Fig. 4e). For both sensors, we observed a dependence on the
orientation perpendicular to the sensor. The combination of
sensors could potentially be used to determine the orientation
of a flat surface.

V. APPLICATION

The wireless electronic skin was integrated with Robonaut
2 (R2) to evaluate the sensor on an existing robotic platform.
All experiments with R2 were performed at the NASA
Johnson Space Center in Houston, TX. The tactile sensor
was adhesively attached to the exterior of the soft goods
(i.e. textiles) on the inner distal phalanx of the fingers of
the robotic hand using double sided tape (VHB, 3M), as
shown in Fig. 1. The wireless control board and battery were
adhesively attached to the exterior of the phalange.

A. Contact sensing during manipulation

Data from the pressure sensor was collected while R2
grasped a 9 kg dumbbell weight (Fig. 5). All four fingers
contacted the foam-padded bar of the weight and the de-
tection of contact is shown in Fig. 5 (inset). The fingertips
of Robonaut 2 can exert a force of 2.25 kg while fully
extended [38]. While the selected pressure sensor is adequate
for forces generated in normal manipulation tasks (15-90 g)

Fig. 5. Contact sensing during manipulation. Photograph sequence of
Robonaut 2 (a) positioning hand and (b) grasping a dumbbell weight. (inset)
Signal response of the contact sensors on each of the fingers, before and
after contact. Robonaut 2 is able to generate a significant amount of fingertip
force and the sensors almost immediately saturate but continue operating
after contact.

[5], the barometer is quickly saturated during a power grasp.
This experiment demonstrates that the barometer can survive
larger contact forces. A barometer with higher absolute
pressure range could have been selected. However, they’re
often larger in overall size and have reduced sensitivity.

B. Local environment mapping

In addition to proximity detection, the optical proximity
sensors can be used to map a local environment. A toy model
of the Space Shuttle orbiter was scanned using the micro-
LIDAR device to demonstrate the ability to map an object
with variable surface properties (reflectivity, orientation).
Nine horizontal scans were captured at a constant velocity
(20 mm·s−1) using the micro-LIDAR sensor (Fig. 6a). The
sensor response as a function of time is shown in Fig. 6b,
6c. To improve visualization, the sensor response is plotted
as measured height instead of distance from the sensor.
Different components of the orbiter can be identified in the
horizontal scans such as the fuselage, wing, and vertical
stabilizer, while the changes in surface or bulk material
properties are not apparent. The measured height of the
fuselage (black cloth floor to top of fuselage) is comparable
to the actual measured height (50 mm). The x-axis of the
individual scans were synced using the midpoint of the half-
height width for the peak with maximum prominence.

C. Telemedicine: robotic vital sign monitoring

In the event of a medical emergency in a remote area,
such as the International Space Station or deep space flight,
R2 could collect photoplethysmogram (PPG) waveforms to
monitor the vitals signs of an astronaut using the high-
resolution optical proximity sensor (Fig. 7). To collect the
PPG waveforms, R2 made contact with the index finger of a
human and recorded the reflected light from the IR and red
LED. The data from the pressure sensor was also collected
to ensure sufficient contact was maintained [39]. A subset of
the data that was collected is shown in Fig. 7c. The data from
the pressure sensor indicates relative motion between the
robot and human. Heart rate is estimated by taking the Fast
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Fig. 6. Local environment mapping. (a) Photograph of Robonaut 2 scanning
a toy model of the Space Shuttle orbiter. (b-c) Isometric and front view of the
data from the micro-LIDAR sensor on the index finger. Horizontal sweeps
across the orbiter were completed at a constant velocity. General components
of the orbiter can be identified from the scans such as the fuselage, wing,
and vertical stabilizer. Lines are included between data points to help guide
the eyes of the reader.

Fourier Transform (Fig. 7b) of the IR signal and the dominant
frequency between between 0.5 Hz (30 BPM) and 10 Hz
(600 BPM) is selected. The dominant frequency corresponds
to a heart rate of 80 BPM.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

A low-profile, wireless electronic skin was developed for
integration with existing robotic manipulators. The multi-
modal sensor node provides rich information before and after
contact including absolute distance, contact detection, and
photoplethysmogram waveforms. The wireless connectivity
of the electronic skin eliminates wires for power and data
transmission. As compared to the reflective optical proximity
sensor, the micro-LIDAR device provides improvements in
terms of range sensing and enables local mapping of an
unknown object. However, the sensor has reduced sensitivity
and bandwidth. The optical proximity sensor can be used to
collect photoplethysmogram waveforms to estimate human
vital signs such as heart rate in a remote area. The direct
integration of an absolute range sensor and reflective light
sensor could allow the system to reason about surface
properties such as reflectance, texture, or orientation to

Fig. 7. Telemedicine: robotic vital sign monitoring. (a) Photograph of
Robonaut 2 recording human physiological data from the index finger of
a human. (b) FFT of photoplethysmogram (PPG) and pressure waveforms.
The dominant frequency (0.5-10 Hz; 30-600 BPM) can be used to estimate
heart rate. (c) Plot of IR PPG waveform and arterial pressure pulse versus
time, measured at the fingertip. The relative motion between the human and
robot is reflected in the pressure waveform.
improve the accuracy of the distance measurement. Finally,
the wireless electronic skin was integrated with Robonaut
2 to demonstrate the capabilities and ease of integration
with an existing robotic manipulation platform. Future work
includes integration with other existing robotic platforms and
algorithms to improve dexterous manipulation.
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